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Abstract. A new procedureis proposedto generateplanar
asymmetriccoronaswith multi-streamerstructures,as shown
in SOHO/LASCO observations.The initial coronalmagnetic
field is separatedinto potential part and non-potentialpart.
We first fit the potentialpart by using the sum of magnetic
multi-poles,whereasthe non-potentialpm'tis approximated
by the magneticfield inducedby someproperlyfitted current
densities.Then the total field is numericallymodified in terms
of Maxwell's equations.Basedon the initial magneticfields
obtained in such a way, we can further compute various
complex asymmetric corona structuresby solving MHD
equations.In order to verify this procedure,we computethe
2-D coronalstructuresprior to the December,1996 CME and
August, 1999 CME events. The numerical result is on the
whole in agreementwith observations,and henceset proper
backgroundsfbr further studyingthe propagationof CME in
variouscoronalstructuresusingnumericalcomputations.

1.

Introduction

The study of the coronal structureis an importanttopic in
space physics and solar physics. It has been shown by
observationsthat in most casesthe corona has a variety of
asymmetricmulti-streamerstructures.SinceCMEs must pass
the low coronal environment before moving into the
interplanetary space, the study of coronal structure is
t•ndamentally important, especially fbr quantitatively
understandingthe changesin space weather [D•Lver,1998;
Feng and Wei, 1999]. There have been a great numberof
numericalworks devotedto the studyof the steadystructure
of the coronaand CMEs. Pneumanand Kopp [1971] studied
the 2-D steadystructureof the coronaby iterationmethod.
Steinolfsonet al [1982] simulatedthe steadystructureof the
coronaby numericallysolvingthe 2-D MHD initial boundary
problem through relaxation method. Based on a symmetric
coronal streamer background, Wu and Guo et al. [1997]
investigated
the formationandevolutionof CME observedby
LASCO (Large Angle SpectroscopicCoronagraph), and
consideredthe interactionbetween flux ropes and a single
streamer.So much attentionis paid to the symmetriccoronal
structures, asymmetric multi-current sheet configurations,
nevertheless,have fi'equently been observed in realistic
coronalstructures.Linker andMikic et al. [1999] developeda
3-D MHD model of the solarcoronaapplicableto the Whole
Sun Month time period, using measurementsof the
photosphericmagneticfield as boundaryconditionsfor their
computation,and obtainedresultsin good overall agreement
with coronaland interplanetarystructures.On the otherhand,
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since

direct

and

accurate

measurements

of

the

coronal

magnetic field cannot be made at present,some assumptions
have been customarilyintroducedregardingits propertiesto
make up for the lack of direct information. The measured
photosphericfield has been used as input to a potential
field-source surface model to compute the coronal or
interplanetarymagnetic fields [see Linker et al., 1999, for
example]. Zhao and Hoecksema have developed many
methods[Zhao e! al., 1993,1994,1999], suchas the horizontal
current-resource surface (HCSS) model, the horizontal
current-current sheet (HCCS)

model

and the

current

sheet-source
surface(CCSS)model,by respectively
including
the horizontal current, current sheet and volume cun'ent into

the generatingfunction cI) of the magnetic field or by
adopting a good synopticfi'ame of the photosphericfield
correctedusingthe unseensurfacea4justmentto improvethe
potentialfield-sourcesurface(PFSS) model.
Due to the lack of measurementof coronalmagneticfield,
it is a very interestingproblem how to constructthe coronal
structure(includingthe magneticfield andplasmaproperties)
basedon the coronagraph
observation.This paperpresentsa
new method to numerically simulate complex asymmetric
corona with

multi-streamer

structures on the basis of the

coronagraphobservationfi'om SOHO/LASCO.
To verify the method, we apply it to reproduce the
asymmetricmulti-currentsheetcoronalstructuresprior to the
December, 1996 CME event and August 1999 CME event.
The structuresobtained by the method m'erather stable,and
hence can be used as the backgroundto further simulatethe
propagationand evolution of the CME mentionedabove in
the coronaand the interplanetaryspace.
The paper is organized as follows. We describe the
scenario to generate asymmetric coronal structures with
multi-streamer structures in section 2. In section 3, two
examples are given to illustrate the method; in section4, a
brief discussion is made about the method.

2. Description of the method
In

order

multi-streamer

to

construct asymmetric corona with

structures

on

the

basis

of

the

coronal

observations, we
proposed a
magnetic field
fitting-modificationmethod.It consistsof the following steps:
1) fitting the initial magneticfield, 2) determiningthe other
initial flow parameters,and 3) solving the MHD initial and
boundaryvalue problem basedon the above initial field and
flow parameters (using the nonreflecting projective
characteristicboundaryconditions).Step 1 is the core of the
method, which account for its name.

2.1 Fitting and modification of the initial magnetic field.

When using the time-relaxation method to get realistic
steadycoronalstructure,it is crucialto choosesuitableinitial
magnetic field on the basis of the SOHO/LASCO
observations.For this reason we develop the following
methodto fit and modify magneticfield.
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It is well known that the magneticfield can be thoughtas

consisting
of two components:
the potentialpart B•andthe
non-potential
part B2, theysatisfies
•

(•)

VxB• -0
and

-0

(2)

V x B• -/s0J

magnetic field as treating velocity in the theory of
incompressible
flow, takingadvantageof theanalogybetween
magnetic field and the velocity in incompressible
flow in
hydrodynamics.

2.I.A. Fittingof BI. SinceB• satisfies
equation
(1),
it can be representedas

•, :vo

(3)

AO=0

(4)

then it tbllows

that is,• satisfiesthe Laplace'sequation.Accordingto
partialdifferentialequationtheory,in 3-dimension
case,
O
can be expandedasthe following sum'

r

magnetic field for a given corona. Starting with the initial
magnetic field, we wish to further get the observed
asymmetric coronal magnetic structure by time-relaxation

8x• r

ø i (5)+
......
DxiDx
r

2.2. Modificationof B - B• + B:
Generally speaking, the result obtained through
time-evolution method starting fi'om the above assembled
initial magneticfield is not very satisfactory.It needsto be
modified in the following way so as to get a betterresult.
The fbllowing relationscan be derivedfi'omequations(1) and
(2)

separately.
When the coronais in a simpleand quiet state,its magnetic
field can be taken as a potential field, otherwise,when the
plasma interactingwith the magneticfield, and the effect of
the charge current cannot be ignored, the coronal magnetic
field is not potential field at all. Both the potential and
non-potential case are taken into account.In the fbllowing
treatment of the magnetic field, we draw ideas from the
theory of incompressible
flow in hydrodynamics,
andtreatthe

c(ø)
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method.

V'B 1 -0
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(5)

=• +•tord
•a (rBo)

• •2(rBo)
+ r (rB
o)- 2r•od
+ '

(8)

(9)

• a:("•")
+ " ("•,.)- -•0"

(•0)

B,.ds
-O
Bod
- •oI

(•••

hereB,,Bo,havethe usualmeanings,
andI represent
the
cun'entenclosedinside IRa. Equations(11) and (12) represent
the sm%ce integrationand the line integrationalong the inner
boundaryrespectively.The reader shouldkeep in mind the
t•ct that we only considerthe 2-D planarflow.
We can usethe abovefive equationsto numericallymodify
the abovefitted magneticfield as follows'
Step 1' According to observed pictures, make proper

modification
onthecomponent
Boontheinnerboundary
so
as to betterapproximatethe observZion.Usually, this can be
successthllydone by repeatedlycomparingthe computational
resultwith the observation.Of course,educzed experienceis
also important. Meanwhile, it should be noted that the

modifiedBohasto satisfyequation
(12).

where the right-hand side are successively dipole,
quadrupole...fi'om the third term.
In 2-D case,a similarexpansionholds,if replacing 1/r by
In r.

Thissuggests
thatwe canfit themagnetic
field B• by a

Step2' Discretizeequation(9) into differenceform, usethe

Bovaluesobtained
in step1 astheinnerboundary
condition,
andtakethenormalderivatives
of Bo to bezeroontheouter
boundary.Then solve the differenceequationsby using the

Gauss-Seidel
iterativemethodto getthevaluesof Bo in the

delicatecombinationof multi-poles.That is, we place some
whole annual region fi'om 1Rs to 1ORs.
dipoles, quadrupoles,etc, in appropriatepositions,and
computethemagneticfield strength
of everysuchmulti-poles,
Step3' Determinethe valuesof B, on the innerboundary

thentakethesumof themas B•.

2.1.B. Fittingof B2. SinceB2 smisfies
(2), it canbe
approxiamtedby the followingway.

1) Place some cun'entsdensityJ•(x),•2(x)
.......J•(x) in
appropriatepositions(in the cun'entcase,they shouldbe
perpendicular
to theconsidered
plane),andtaketheirsum
k

;(x)-

(x)

(6)

i=1

2)

• in the wholecomputational
regionfi'om1Rsto 10Rsby
equation(10).
2.3. Determination of other initial parameters

Up to now we have describedhow to constructthe initial
magnetic field by using our fitting-modification method.
Following the sameway as in the simulationof axisymmetric
coronal streamer, we can determine the initial distribution of

Use the formula

•(•): •0

by usingequations(8) and (11).
Step 4' Proceedas in step 2 to determinethe values of

•v

(7)

to get the inducedfield, andtake it as the approximation
of
By properlychoosingthe strengthand positionof every
multi-poleand currentdensity,we can constructan initial

other flow field parameterssuch as the density, velocity
[SteinolSon.et al., 1982; Zhang and Wei, 1993]. That is, by
solvingthe 1-D steadyflow when the magneticfield is zero,
we can obtain the distributionof radial velocity, density,and
pressurealongthe radial direction,andtake them asthe initial
values of the correspondingvarieties.The latitudinalvelocity
is taken to be zero.
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a)

b)
Figure 1. a) Observationalpicture of December, 1996 CME
event. b) Computeddensityresultat t=100•000srepresented
by
brightness

2.4. Numerical solution of the MHD equations

Consideringthe interactionbetweenthe magneticfield
and the coronalplasma,we apply MacCormack'sdifference
schemeto solve the time-dependent
MHD equations,using
10

..........

œ ......

10

b)
Figure 3. a) Observationalpictureof August,1999 CME event.
b) Computed density result at t=50,000s representedby
brightness

the above magnetic field as initial field and the other initial
parameters.The numerical solution after a sufficiently long
time computationis taken as our steadycoronalstructure.The
non-reflectionprojectivecharacteristicboundaryconditionsis
used as the boundaryconditionson the inner boundaryand
outer boundary[Li and I4/ei.2001 ].
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3. Simulation of December, 1996 and August,
1999 asymmetric coronal multi-streamer
structures
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In order to verily the above procedure,we simulate the
asymmetric corona prior to the December, 1996 and
August,1999 CME events.The equationswe use to describe

the motionof the solarwind are the 2D planarideal MHD
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Figure 2. a) Initial magneticfield and velocity for calculating
the coronaprior to the Decemberevent;b) Magneticandvelocity
at t=50,000s; c) Magnetic and velocity at t=100,000s; d)
Magnetic and velocity at t--110,000s.
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Figure 4. a) Initial magneticfield and velocity for calculating
the coronaprior to the Augustevent.. b) Velocity and magnetic
field at t:-50,000s
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equationstaking the gravitationof the sun into account.The
computationaldomain is the entire annualarregionfrom 1Rs
to 10Rs. The computationalgrid is 75 (radial direction)x
288 (meridional direction). The steps along the radial
directionincreaseas a geometricseries,but the stepsalong
the meridionaldirectionare even. The initial temperatureon

that the methodshouldbe generalizedto 3-D casesin orderto
get better results consistentwith observations.Since the
procedures
describedin section2.1.A and2.1.B obviouslycan
be applied to 3-D case without any change,we know that
there is no essentialdifficulty in sucha generalization.

the innerboundaryis1.8x 106K, the maximalmagneticfield
is about1.5Gauss,
2, istakenas 1.1.
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